FS BRIATI
Peronda
Tel: + 34 964 602 012. www.peronda.com
The new FS Briati tile from the FS by Peronda collection is the result of a partnership
between Peronda and designer Francisco Segarra, who is renowned for his vintage
style. The pla;n tiles have cement effects that give these 452 x 452mm tiles an
industrial edge, while the decor tiles look like four smaller tiles that have been worn
over time. They can be mixed and matched in random compositions

EXHIBITION

COVERLAM
Grespania
Tel: +34 964 344 411. www.grespania.com
Grespania says that its large-format Coverlam
porcelain tiles are the result of years of research
and development. Available in sizes up to 1200 x
3600mm and with a minimal thickness of 3.5mm,
the tiles come In a variety of finishes including
Calacatta, Travertine and Concrete. Coverlam is
pictured here in Estatuano

NASSAU
Vives
Tel: +34 964 360 725.

www.vivesceramica.com

The mixing-and-matching trend was in
evidence on the Vives stand, as demonstrated
here with the Nassau porcelain tile collection.
The gold Kokomo Blanco 200 x 200mm tile,
pictured right, is also
available in cream,
grey and graphite
versions, while the
Osaka Multicolour
200 x 200mm tile,
pictured below, also
comes in a black, white
and grey colourway
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MINIMAL CHIC AND
SHAPES
Dune
Tel: 01455 610 202. www.duneuk.co.uk
Dune was back at Cevisama after a seven-year
hiatus, and brought with � its new Minimal Chic
collection, which features lvv'o finishes - cement
finish Factory, and marble finish Emporio,
pictured above. Sizes range from 200 x 200mm
decor tiles to 300 x 600mm wall tiles, and
600 x 600mm and 600 x 1200mm floor
tiles. T he Shapes collection, pictured nght in
the Stripes decor, is inspired by origami and
designed to provide endless combinations and
patterns with plain or mixed patchwork designs
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